
 
 
 

TWO DAYS
Initial deployment time

DATA EXP
Where experience and expertise converge for a seamless data platform service

WHAT IS IT?
Data EXP is a dynamic framework that empowers organisations to swiftly and cost-effectively demonstrate the value of data to solve business 
problems and achieve outcomes. Leveraging a multitude of best practices, methodologies and tools, Data EXP provides a secure environment for 
exploring and analysing data-driven use cases and hypotheses with the ultimate goal of scaling them to the entire organisation.

Data EXP handles all the technical complexities of data migration, saving your organisation time and resources while delivering actionable 
data insights that support tangible business goals.  

 
 
 

SIX MONTHS
Time saved 

 
 
 

100x INCREASE
In delivery efficiency

HOW IT WORKS
Here’s how we put our data EXP dynamic framework into practice – think big, start small, scale fast.

WHO IT IS FOR
BJSS Data EXP is for any organisation that 
wants to reduce the time, effort, and cost 
of demonstrating business value from data 
but faces the following challenges 
or blockers: 

 > Limited timescales to demonstrate the value of data.
 > Limited budget to commit to exploring data-driven use cases.
 > Lack of internal resource or dedicated capability to manage a cloud platform.
 > Disparate or siloed data sources that are difficult to access.
 > Concerns about data security and governance.
 > Concerns about how to integrate data solutions into the wider business at scale.
 > A need to demonstrate data can deliver tangible business outcomes.
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BENEFITS

REDUCED TIME 
TO VALUE 

UNBLOCKS SKILLS 
AND RESOURCE 
CHALLENGES

COST-EFFECTIVE

With our cloud and data accelerators, 
as well as our rapid, iterative cycles of 
hypothesis-driven learning, BJSS Data EXP 
could help you see the value from data 
solutions in a matter of days.

The cloud operations teams typically 
needed to build, manage, and operate your 
data infrastructure, as well as the admin to 
connect and support disparate services, are 
included as part of the service. 

With lean teams and rapid delivery 
timescales, BJSS Data EXP is an incredibly 
cost-effective way to develop data use 
cases with demonstrable business value. 

VALUE-LED SECUREWITH SCALE 
IN MIND

The entire BJSS Data EXP programme is 
built around addressing needs, delivering 
outcomes, and establishing value 
propositions for data within your business.

Security and governance are built into our 
cloud and data environments as standard, 
so you can rest assured that your data  
is secure.

We draw on our tech delivery expertise 
to develop the plan to productionise your 
use case(s) and scale for future initiatives, 
providing a backlog of work and a 
roadmap for delivery. 

ABOUT BJSS
The leading technology and engineering consultancy

 > 2,700+ talented people working together on complex projects.
 > 26 locations across the UK, US, Europe, and Australia.
 > Industry expertise in Energy, Utilities & Commodities, Financial Services, 

Health & Social Care, Public Sector, and Retail & Consumer Markets.
 > Nine tightly-integrated services, all underpinned by Enterprise Agile®.

BJSS works with some of the UK’s largest companies:

WHY BJSS?
 > With an end-to-end service offering, BJSS can provide expertise at each stage of ideation, proving value, scaling, and running solutions. 
 > We have spent years distilling our years of experience in cloud and data into accelerators that get you set up quickly. 
 > We leverage our extensive engineering heritage to plan a future target-state and will provide them with a design and roadmap to get there. 
 > We are uniquely focused on client outcomes and will ensure that at each stage of the process we are aligning data solutions to the needs of 

the business.

Reach out to us today to explore the opportunities ahead Get in touch >

https://www.bjss.com/contact/

